
LYNX V - SCF

+++ SECURITY / PRODUCTIVITY : Glove for fires of structures, buildings and enclosed spaces

+++ ECOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE: Glove manufactured in our factory in Tunisia, traceability of raw materials in 

accordance with REACh

COMPOSITION
Multi-layer glove of the following composition:
- palm, forks, flexion bars and shock-absorbing reinforcements in fire and water resistant goatskin
grain leather
- back in red twill fabric based on meta and para-aramid
- waterproof-breathable membrane
- palm lining in para-aramid / cotton knitted fabric
- back lining and artery protector in para aramid / glass and cotton knitting complex
- grey cowhide split leather cuff
- cuff lining in gray flame retardant cotton fabric
- elastic on the top of the hand
- Velcro strip at the top of the cuff
- sewn in 100% Nomex® and 100% Kevlar® threads
- eye and / or snap hooks systems
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FIREMAN PROTECTION
FIRES OF STRUCTURES, BUILDINGS AND 
ENCLOSED SPACES

PERFORMANCES
EN388+A1:2018

Dexterity
33X43E

EN407:2004

4232XX

EN659+A1:2008

Type C

CTC Lyon (0075)

.0333

COLOR
Black & Red

SIZES/DIMENSIONS
Sizes : 6 / 7 /  8  / 9  / 10  / 11  / 12
Cuff length: 15 cm or 18 cm

PACKAGING
20 pairs

CARE
5x tested

Elastic tightening to keep the glove on the 
wrist

Back of glove in red aramid fabric

220 mm minimum openning cuff, 
adjusted with a tightenning band 
with velcro. Included in basic model:

- Eye and carabiner
- Reinforcement above the thumb
- Enlarged cuff (220 mm)

Options : 
- Barcode traceability label
- Insertion of traceability RFID chip
- Anti-thermal bridge reinforcement
- Retroreflective tape
- Cuff length 18 cm
- Embroidery on back cuff 

ISO 13997 A B C D E F

Newtons 2 5 10 15 22 30

French Civil Security
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